Optional
Hand Remote

LOCK ON. FISH ON.
Take aim with absolute confidence—and complete
boat control. Unlike anything else on the water,
MEGA Live Imaging™ TargetLock™ locks on to structure
at the push of a button, even while your boat is
moving or anchored using Minn Kota® Spot-Lock®.
That means you’ll never again have to choose between
Live Sonar and Spot-Lock, two of fishing’s most
powerful technologies. And it’s only from Humminbird.
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STAYS FOCUSED ON FISH SO YOU CAN FOCUS ON FISHING.
You’ve never seen anything like MEGA Live Imaging™ TargetLock™, with the ability to lock in absolutely
clear, real-time returns of structure, plus independent motor control. But you also get a full arsenal of
other features designed to help you locate, stay on and catch more fish.

now showing on
a screen near you.

targetlock
Lock your MEGA Live view onto fish-holding
structure, whether your boat is moving or
anchored using Minn Kota Spot-Lock.

mega live sweep

120º

See fish in real time—in no time. Attach
the MEGA Live Imaging TargetLock
accessory to your Ultrex trolling motor
using one of our mounting brackets and
connect to a compatible Humminbird
fish finder. Simple as that.

Get an automatic, constantly updated,
120° view of structure and fish—no matter
where your trolling motor is pointed.

minn kota® steer
Control both your trolling motor and the
MEGA Live transducer at the same time using
the foot pedal of your i-Pilot Link® Ultrex®.

All APEX™ models

one-boat
network button
This programmable softkey lets you
activate MEGA Live Sweep Mode,
Minn Kota Steer, or set a waypoint on
your Humminbird® chart—with even
more capabilities on the way.

mega live targetlock
+ mega 360 imaging
Find your angle of attack using MEGA 360 Imaging,
then lock it in with MEGA Live Imaging TargetLock.
Both technologies can be run simultaneously with
full functionality using the optional dual mount
bracket on your Minn Kota Ultrex Trolling motor.

All SOLIX® models

HELIX® 8-12 G3N models
with MEGA Imaging
HELIX® 7-15 G4N models
with MEGA Imaging

Compatible with Minn Kota Ultrex
Trolling Motors with 45” or 52” Shafts

see it in action.
Scan the code with your smartphone’s camera or visit Humminbird.com/TargetLock for a
closer look at MEGA Live Imaging TargetLock, including more images, demo videos and full
specifications. Sign up for the latest news from Humminbird at Humminbird.com/Email-Signup.

